Patient and public involvement in covid-19 policy making

Absent in the early stages of the pandemic, it must now move centre stage

Tessa Richards, Henry Scowcroft

The covid-19 pandemic saw statutory policy commitments to patient and public involvement and shared decision making in health systems abandoned, the “nothing about us without us” mantra left hanging in the breeze. Decisions had to be made fast, but policy makers’ choice of expert advisers excluded those with expertise rooted in lived experience—patients, families, and frontline health and social care professionals. This was regrettable. Their input would have helped to mitigate the predictable adverse effects of massive service reconfiguration and lockdown, and emphasised the need for clarity on which services would be suspended and which would remain accessible.

These steps would have reduced the anxiety, helplessness, and reticence to use services that followed. It might have prevented at least some of the excess morbidity and mortality associated with pandemic responses, particularly among elderly people, those with long term conditions, and those in lower socioeconomic groups.1 2

Patient and civil society advocacy groups may have lacked seats on expert committees but took the lead in providing information, advice, and support for their communities.3 They have lobbied for a voice in policy making,4 for a focus on inequalities,5 and for policies to take account of the reality of people’s lives.6 They have also accumulated a wealth of information from the patient community on the physical, mental, social, and economic effects of the pandemic,7 8 effects that highlight the urgency of restoring essential medical services9 and the need for a comprehensive public health response.10

Embedding the patient voice

The precipitate loss of civil liberties and continued uncertainty around the efficacy of policies that profoundly affect how people live and work, have eroded trust and prompt searching questions. Firstly, why were the voices of patients and the public tuned out? Despite decades of activism, public and patient involvement is still largely seen as “nice to have” but non-essential—a second step to be carried out after an initial round of consultation with academic, clinical, public health, and policy experts. The resources, skills, views, priorities, and preferences of patients, carers, and the communities which support them are not well recognised, valued, or systematically used to improve care. Early in the pandemic, the priority was to protect the health workforce.11

Secondly, how could health leaders do better now? Patient advocates, organisations, and civil society networks are primed to inform joint learning from the pandemic and help shape post-covid services and research agendas.12 14 New collaborations are underway, including in cancer care15 and ophthalmology.16 More are needed. Regrettably, the explosion of research into covid-19 has been associated with a drop in public and patient involvement,17 but a joint initiative to agree core outcomes has been launched (https://www.covid-19-cos.org/).

Thirdly, how can we ensure that patient and public involvement becomes irreversibly embedded in decision making? This is more challenging. Approaches vary and most are flawed. The voluntary advisory groups attached to general practices and hospital departments in the UK (whose work was immediately suspended at the pandemic’s onset) are largely unrepresentative and too often used to “rubber stamp” policy decided elsewhere. Industrial quantities of patient experience data are rarely used as a catalyst for quality improvement.18 Co-design of services is still uncommon and co-production of research not widely achieved. Patients’ role in defining value in health systems remains weak.

New approaches are needed that capitalise on online communication—now the norm for patient and civil society groups. Input from under-represented groups is not hard to achieve, if the will is there and digital divides addressed.19 More collaborative platforms should be established to unite patient communities with professional groups, informed by successful existing models (https://www.parkinsonnet.com/).20 International initiatives such as Patients for Patients Safety need to be strengthened and more interactive platforms developed to facilitate exchange, from the clinic to the conference floor.

Mutual understanding and respect is essential in any partnership, and patient leadership must be taken seriously by both health professionals and patients. Experienced advocates should be appointed to advance shared decision making at strategic levels in the health sector. The UK has only a handful of paid patient directors, for example. More and better training programmes in patient leadership are required for managers, clinicians,21 patients, and carers,22 along with wider uptake of joint care models in which patients and carers are integrated into multidisciplinary teams in both primary and secondary care.23 24 Collectively, these steps will help change health care culture and counter what Montori describes as a “corruption in the mission” of health systems.25

Finally, providing people with full online access to personal health records and test results, will improve the quality and safety of care, and raise health literacy.
on both sides of the professional fence. This is essential as remote services increase and people take on a larger role in self-monitoring and self-management. Patient and public involvement should be routine in medical education, with health professionals taught and appraised in partnership skills. 26

Covid-19 has precipitated a global health crisis, plunged the world into economic recession, put the spotlight on structural inequalities, including racism, and galvanised the call for action on climate change. The knowledge to confront these challenges needs to be co-produced. 27 Patient and public involvement must be taken seriously, embedded robustly, and never sidelined again.

The BMJ’s collection of Patient and Public Perspectives on the pandemic can be found here: https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/category/patient-perspectives/
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